HOW TO LOOK AFTER YOUR
ALTO SAXOPHONE...
Alto Saxophone assembly
and care tips
•

Place the thin end of the
reed in your mouth to
moisten it while you
put your saxophone
together.

•

Always pick up the
saxophone body from the
saxophone case by using a steady grip
around the bell. Try to avoid holding
it around any keys as they could get
dented or bent causing the saxophone
to leak air.

•

Add some cork grease to the cork on
the saxophone neck each time you get
ready to assemble the sax.

•

Attach the neck to the body with a
side-to-side motion, pressing gently.
Remember to loosen the screw on top
of the body, which you should secure
once the neck is fully put on the body.

•

With the mouthpiece in one hand
and the neck in the other, put the
mouthpiece onto the neck using a
“screwing”-motion from side to side –
be careful not to ‘jam’ it on.

•

Clean your mouthpiece at least once a
week – ideally clean it every time before
you begin to play.

•

If you need to put the saxophone
down, use the outside of the case or
another flat surface and lay it gently
down with the keys facing down.

•

Never leave the sax lying around so
that it could fall to the floor by accident.
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HOW TO LOOK AFTER YOUR
ALTO SAXOPHONE...
Alto Saxophone cleaning guide
•

Swab the body. Most saxophone
cleaning kits come with a brush or
cloth on a long string with a weight
on the opposite end, this is called a
pullthrough. Put the weighted end into
the bell of the saxophone and turn the
sax upside down. Bring the weighted
end through the body and out the
narrow end. Gently pull the swab
through the body several times.
- Swabbing helps dry the interior so that pads

are not damaged, inhibits bacteria growth, and
removes any build-up of foreign particles from
foods, drinks or saliva in the instrument.

- It is not unusual to see a slight green color on the
pad after a few passes. This is normal and does
not indicate rust or metal damage.

•

Swab the neck. Insert a flexible swab
through the larger base opening on the
neck, coming out on the narrow side to
which the cork is attached. Brush out
the inside thoroughly to remove any
foreign particles.
- You can run water through the neck as well – just
be sure that no water comes in contact with the
cork, or it may swell and deform.

- Soaking with vinegar or brushing with detergent
can help get rid of excess build-up.

•

Periodically, you should wash out your
swabs or replace with new ones.

•

Use a pad saver. If available, these
are helpful for removing any residual
moisture. Make sure to use them after
swabbing. Insert the pad saver through
the body’s narrow end. Let it absorb
moisture for a few seconds, then
remove.
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